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Abstract

Understanding the drivers of population divergence, speciation and species persistence

is of great interest to molecular ecology, especially for species-rich radiations inhabit-

ing the world’s biodiversity hotspots. The toolbox of population genomics holds great

promise for addressing these key issues, especially if genomic data are analysed

within a spatially and ecologically explicit context. We have studied the earliest stages

of the divergence continuum in the Restionaceae, a species-rich and ecologically

important plant family of the Cape Floristic Region (CFR) of South Africa, using the

widespread CFR endemic Restio capensis (L.) H.P. Linder & C.R. Hardy as an example.

We studied diverging populations of this morphotaxon for plastid DNA sequences

and >14 400 nuclear DNA polymorphisms from Restriction site Associated DNA

(RAD) sequencing and analysed the results jointly with spatial, climatic and phytogeo-

graphic data, using a Bayesian generalized linear mixed modelling (GLMM) approach.

The results indicate that population divergence across the extreme environmental

mosaic of the CFR is mostly driven by isolation by environment (IBE) rather than iso-

lation by distance (IBD) for both neutral and non-neutral markers, consistent with gen-

ome hitchhiking or coupling effects during early stages of divergence. Mixed

modelling of plastid DNA and single divergent outlier loci from a Bayesian genome

scan confirmed the predominant role of climate and pointed to additional drivers of

divergence, such as drift and ecological agents of selection captured by phytogeo-

graphic zones. Our study demonstrates the usefulness of population genomics for dis-

entangling the effects of IBD and IBE along the divergence continuum often found in

species radiations across heterogeneous ecological landscapes.
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biology (Coyne & Orr 2004; H€oglund 2009; Nosil 2012).

Rapid recent progress in genomics is imparting fresh

perspectives on studies of these topics, including the

opportunity to assay many thousands of DNA sequence

polymorphisms in diverging populations of nonmodel

species (Feder et al. 2012; Gompert et al. 2012; Nosil

2012; Lexer et al. 2013). As a result of these develop-

ments, the potential to address the drivers of species

diversification and persistence has never been greater,

especially if genomic data are analysed within a spa-

tially and ecologically explicit context.

Spatial patterns of divergence and gene flow for neu-

tral genetic markers are often concordant with a model

of isolation by distance (IBD), in which drift causes

populations to become more different from one another

at greater geographic distances (Wright 1943). This gene

flow scenario is particularly frequent in plants, which

often experience restricted dispersal of pollen or seeds

(Vekemans & Hardy 2004). In alternative scenarios,

coined ‘isolation by environment’ (IBE) and ‘isolation

by adaptation’ (IBA), gene flow among populations liv-

ing in different environments is limited primarily by

selection against maladapted migrants (Nosil et al.

2009); note that IBE is related to ‘isolation by adapta-

tion’ (IBA), but that the former is generally defined via

environmental and the latter via adaptive phenotypic

differences; Shafer & Wolf 2013). Indeed, diversity and

gene flow patterns consistent with IBE are frequently

re-covered in animals and plants with neutral genetic

markers (reviewed by Sexton et al. 2013), presumably

because spatially varying selection and the build-up of

isolation among locally adapted populations lead to

genetic associations (linkage disequilibrium, LD)

between neutral markers and selected loci via genetic

hitchhiking (Nosil 2012).

Disentangling the effects of geography and ecology

on patterns of divergence and gene flow is greatly facil-

itated when many thousands of DNA markers can be

studied in diverging populations (Wang et al. 2013), for

example using recently developed genotyping tools

such as Restriction site Associated DNA sequencing

(RAD-seq; Baird et al. 2008). A population genomic

approach allows discerning genome regions that

diverge neutrally from those that respond to divergent

selection across heterogeneous land- or seascapes (e.g.

Hohenlohe et al. 2010; Gompert et al. 2012; Roesti et al.

2012; St€olting et al. 2013). Consequently, examining IBD

and IBE for many genome regions or loci individually

could provide a much more accurate and nuanced pic-

ture of the drivers of divergence compared with tradi-

tional neutral marker studies (Nosil 2012; Wang et al.

2013). Also, we now know that genomes often remain

‘porous’ throughout the divergence continuum ranging

from population and ecotype divergence to complete

speciation (Wu & Ting 2004; Feder et al. 2012; Nosil

2012; St€olting et al. 2013; The Heliconius Genome Consor-

tium 2012). Thus, IBD and IBE can inform us about

important mechanisms acting during early stages of this

process (Nosil 2012; Shafer & Wolf 2013).

South Africa’s Cape Floristic Region (CFR) represents

a global plant biodiversity hotspot (>9000 vascular plant

species in <90 000 km2, including approximately 70%

endemics; Goldblatt & Manning 2002). The CFR also

represents a stunning ecological mosaic of different local

climates (winter-rainfall seasonality and summer

drought in the west, far more mesic conditions and less

seasonal rainfall in the east), topographic features (rug-

ged, mountainous terrain), soil types, plant communities

and biomes (Linder 2001, 2005; Goldblatt & Manning

2002). The hypothesis has been put forward that this

extreme environmental heterogeneity may have contrib-

uted to the origin and maintenance of biological diver-

sity in the CFR (Midgley et al. 2003; Linder 2005;

Schnitzler et al. 2011; Litsios et al. 2013). Population

genomic studies of the divergence continuum in particu-

larly diverse and ecologically dominant plant families in

the CFR, such as those of the Restionaceae, Proteaecae

and Ericaceae (Linder 2005), would help shed light on

the roles of IBD and IBE in population divergence and

speciation in the CFR. Unfortunately, few phylogeo-

graphic and population genetic studies are currently

available for CFR plant taxa (reviewed by Lexer et al.

2013) including, to our knowledge, only one with suffi-

cient power for population genomics (Rymer et al. 2010).

The South African Restionaceae (restiads) represent

one of the largest (>300 species) and most intensely

studied plant radiations of southern Africa (Linder 2005;

Hardy et al. 2008; Linder & Hardy 2010). These reed-like

graminoids form ecologically important elements of the

hyperdiverse fynbos biome of the CFR (Goldblatt &

Manning 2002). Restiad species are sensitive to soil

moisture and segregate according to hydrological condi-

tions (Araya et al. 2010), thus they likely respond to the

steep climatic gradients present in the CFR. The well-

developed phylogeny for Restionaceae (Hardy et al.

2008; Linder & Hardy 2010; Litsios et al. 2013), available

knowledge on their physiological and phenological

responses to water logging and drought (Araya et al.

2010), their 100% outcrossing (dioecious) breeding sys-

tem and the known existence of morphologically recog-

nizable subspecific forms in some species (HP Linder,

IntKey available at: http://www.systbot.uzh.ch/ Besti-

mmungsschluessel/Restionaceae_en.html) all make rest-

iads a highly relevant study group for addressing the

drivers of population divergence and speciation in this

important biodiversity hotspot.

Here, we use a combination of RAD sequencing

(RAD-seq) of nuclear DNA and Sanger sequencing of
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plastid DNA to address the drivers of population diver-

gence in the CFR endemic Restio capensis (L.) H. P. Lin-

der & C. R. Hardy. As this taxon is widespread within

the CFR, occurs across heterogeneous and geographi-

cally extensive environmental gradients and is relatively

homogenous with regard to morphology compared

with other restiads (HP Linder, IntKey), we use it as an

example for the earliest steps of the ‘divergence contin-

uum’ in this important plant radiation. First, we charac-

terize spatial patterns of genomic diversity for both

nuclear and plastid genomes. Second, we use a Bayes-

ian approach to examine the genomic distribution of

divergence for nuclear RAD-seq polymorphisms and

identify divergent outlier loci that are potentially

affected by divergent selection across the environmental

mosaic of the CFR. Third, we use spatial and climatic

information and a generalized linear mixed modelling

approach to test whether population divergence of dif-

ferent genomic fractions (plastid DNA, neutral RAD

loci and divergent outlier RAD loci) and single nuclear

RAD polymorphisms is driven by (i) isolation by dis-

tance (IBD), (ii) isolation by environment (IBE) due to

the steep climatic gradients present in the CFR, (iii)

effective dispersal limitation associated with member-

ship of populations in different phytogeographic zones

(areas of species endemism), that is IBE due to ecologi-

cal and biogeographical determinants responsible for

the formation of phytogeographic zone boundaries.

(A)(B)

(C)

(D)

Fig. 1 Spatial organization of plastid

DNA and nuclear genetic diversity in

populations of R. capensis sampled in the

CFR of South Africa. (A) Study region,

the CFR is indicated by a red rectangle.

(B) Spatial distribution of three plastid

DNA haplotypes identified by sequenc-

ing, separated by two and three mutation

steps. (C) Spatial and within-locality dis-

tribution of three ‘genetic units’ or clus-

ters identified by Bayesian structure

analysis of 14 434 nuclear RAD-seq poly-

morphisms. (D) Admixture proportions

of individual specimens of R. capensis for

the best-supported (K = 3 clusters) model

from the same analysis.
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Materials and methods

Plant materials

The CFR endemic R. capensis is an obligate outcrosser

with wind-based pollen and passive seed dispersal

(Dorrat-Haaksma & Linder 2000). Aboveground mate-

rial from ten populations of R. capensis was collected in

the South African CFR, covering most of the species’

current geographic distribution. Populations were col-

lected in a stratified manner with the goal of maximiz-

ing geographic area and climatic variation (Fig. 1;

Table 1; Fig. S1, Supporting Information) while at the

same time keeping the overall number of populations

(and thus field work and DNA sequencing costs) man-

ageable. The sample set was subjected to RAD-seq of

nuclear DNA and Sanger sequencing of plastid DNA to

yield information regarding the structure of nuclear

and organellar genomic diversity in geographic and cli-

mate space. Up to ten individuals represented each

population, thus facilitating the analysis of genetic

variation present among 192 haploid nuclear genomes

with codominant RAD markers. Our sample sizes for

RAD-seq (16–20 allele copies per population or 192 cop-

ies in total; Table 1) are sufficient to detect rare alleles

in the total data set, consistent with simulation results

for biallelic markers (B-Rao 2001) and taking into

account our filtering criteria implemented during poly-

morphism detection (below). Rare alleles may, however,

remain undetected within local populations, which may

lead to a slight overestimation of FST (Willing et al.

2012). A smaller number of individuals per population

(between five and eight) were studied for plastid DNA

polymorphisms (Table 1), which appeared justified

based on low levels of within-population variation

observed in pilot trials (see below).

RAD sequencing

Lyophilized stems of R. capensis were thoroughly

ground with mortar and pestle in liquid nitrogen. DNA

was extracted with the DNeasy Plant Mini kit (Qiagen)

following the manufacturer’s instructions. RAD library

preparation was carried out in the laboratories of Flo-

ragenex (Eugene, Oregon, USA) following the protocol

of Etter et al. (2011), using the high-fidelity restriction

endonuclease PstI (New England Biolabs). This methyl-

ation-sensitive restriction enzyme effectively enriches

for coding DNA among the sequenced fragments.

Libraries of different individuals were barcoded with

unique six-base tags that differed by at least two nucle-

otides. The libraries were pooled and sequenced with

an Illumina HiSeq 2000 instrument. Individual barcode

(=identifier) sequences were removed with Stacks (Cat-

chen et al. 2011) retaining only the first 90 high-quality

bases. Sequences containing only RAD library adapters

or plastid DNA were filtered with a BLASTN search.

Identification and sequencing of plastid DNA
polymorphisms

Sanger sequence-based genetic markers were developed

in the plastome of R. capensis. The sequenced plastomes

of two monocot species (Thamnochortus insignis Mast.,

Restionaceae; Centrolepis monogyna Benth., Centrolepida-

ceae) were used for primer selection (Givnish et al.

2010). Circa 150 primer pairs amplifying regions known

to be highly polymorphic across a broad range of plant

taxa (Shaw et al. 2007; Ebert & Peakall 2009; Scarcelli

et al. 2011) were localized in these two plastomes. In

addition, primer pairs were developed de novo from the

two plastome sequences to target simple sequence

repeats (SSRs) using FASTPCR version 6.1 (Kalendar et al.

Table 1 Spatial coordinates, sample sizes and estimates of genetic diversity for 10 populations of Restio capensis studied in the CFR

of South Africa for polymorphic plastid DNA and nuclear RAD-seq markers

Population Latitude (S) Longitude (E)

N (plastid

DNA/nrDNA)*

Gene diversity/

plastid DNA

Nucleotide

diversity/RAD-SNPs†
% polymorphic

RAD-SNPs

d04 �33.5657 23.8665 7/20 0 0.103 � 0.051 50.2

d06 �33.9893 20.7134 8/20 0 0.060 � 0.030 40.9

d09 �33.4259 21.0056 8/20 0 0.102 � 0.051 53.5

d13 �33.9455 18.4364 7/16 0.571 � 0.120 0.082 � 0.041 42.3

d16 �32.4065 19.1072 8/20 0 0.108 � 0.054 52.0

d17 �32.8502 18.7340 8/20 0 0.100 � 0.050 53.8

d28 �34.4229 20.7741 6/20 0 0.060 � 0.030 41.1

d30 �34.2035 18.3796 5/16 0 0.062 � 0.031 36.5

d31 �34.2043 18.4123 8/20 0 0.082 � 0.041 46.1

d32 �33.9774 18.4191 6/20 0 0.086 � 0.043 41.9

*No. of plastid genomes and haploid nuclear genomes sampled for each population.
†Averages and standard deviations over 14 434 loci.
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2011). Amplicons were designed to be 700–1500 base

pairs (bp) in length. In total, 21 potential plastid DNA

sequence regions were identified in this manner. All

primer pairs were then tested on 12 representative sam-

ples of three different restiad species (R. capensis (L.)

H.P. Linder & C.R. Hardy, R. triticeus Rottb., Hypodiscus

aristatus (Thunb.) C. Krauss) to screen for polymor-

phism and robustness of amplicons within and among

species. Three sequence regions (ssrt9, ndhA intron and

psbD exon) were amplified consistently and yielded

polymorphisms in R. capensis, and these were used in

the present study (Table S1, Supporting Information).

The plastid DNA regions were amplified in 50 ll reac-
tions essentially following the protocols of Scarcelli et al.

(2011), purified with ExoSap, concentrated by ethanol

precipitation and Sanger-sequenced by Macrogen Inc.

(Amsterdam, the Netherlands). Sequence chromato-

grams were edited and assembled with SEQUENCHER 4.8

(Gene Codes Corporation, Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA).

Sequences from the three plastid DNA regions were

concatenated for population genetic analysis, as the

plastid genome is essentially a nonrecombining DNA

molecule.

Data analyses

Pseudoreference-based RAD-SNP calling. We built a set of

unique RAD-seq clusters from the sequences of the four

best-covered individuals from four different popula-

tions, using the program SEED (Bao et al. 2011), allow-

ing a mismatch tolerance of three nucleotides. A

custom PERL script concatenated the obtained nonredun-

dant reads into a single pseudoreference sequence. We

then aligned reads of all individuals to this pseudore-

ference using BWA 0.5.9 (Li & Durbin 2009). We identi-

fied single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) variants

with the UNIFIED GENOTYPER of the Genome Analysis Tool

Kit (GATK), using the SNP genotype likelihood model

(McKenna et al. 2010). A custom PERL script filtered the

table of variant calls, using a minimum PHRED quality

threshold of 20 and a minimum and maximum variant

coverage of 7 and 200 reads, respectively, and retaining

only SNPs present in at least three individuals and with

<40% missing data within populations. The N = 20

allele copies typically sampled in local populations

translate into a detection threshold of at least 12 copies

per population, that is our RAD-seq study captured pri-

marily alleles with a local minor allele frequency (MAF)

>10%. To reduce spurious variant calls from potentially

paralogous loci, we subsequently eliminated all RAD

stacks with more than three SNPs and all markers with

a significant excess of heterozygotes relative to Hardy–

Weinberg expectations (v2 test; P < 0.05). We converted

the variant call format (vcf) file into input files for

downstream data analyses with various software

programs using custom PERL scripts. These bioinformatic

analyses were conducted with the Vital-IT comput-

ing cluster maintained at the University of Lausanne

and �Ecole Polytechnique F�ed�erale de Lausanne (EPFL),

Switzerland.

Patterns of diversity and differentiation for nuclear and plas-

tid DNA. We calculated diversity indices and analysis

of molecular variance (AMOVA) for RAD-seq markers

with ARLEQUIN 3.5.1 (Excoffier & Lischer 2010). We

assessed patterns of genomic diversity of nuclear RAD

loci using two complementary approaches, principal

component analysis (PCA) in the ADE4 R package and

the Bayesian approach implemented in the STRUCTURE

2.3.4 software (Falush et al. 2003). STRUCTURE was run

under the admixture model allowing for correlated

allele frequencies, using a burn-in of 50 000 followed by

100 000 Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) iterations.

Seven replicate runs were performed for numbers of

genetic clusters from K = 1 to K = 11. We examined

traces graphically to confirm chain convergence and

inferred the most likely K present in the data following

Evanno et al. (2005). Admixture proportions from STRUC-

TURE were averaged across runs for the best K using

CLUMPP 1.1.2. (Jakobsson & Rosenberg 2007) and plotted

on geographic maps using ARCMAP 10 (ESRI, Redlands,

CA, USA).

We obtained estimates of plastid DNA diversity with

ARLEQUIN 3.5 (Excoffier & Lischer 2010) and explored

population genetic structure of plastid DNA using

AMOVA in ARLEQUIN and spatial analysis of molecular var-

iance (SAMOVA), making use of the simulated annealing

procedure of Dupanloup et al. (2002). SAMOVA defines

the number of groups of populations (K) that are maxi-

mally differentiated from each other but geographically

homogeneous. Different values of K were tested (up to

K = 6). The corresponding fixation indices (FSC, FST, and

FCT) were calculated and their significance tested with

10 000 permutations. The best configuration of K corre-

sponds to the maximum value of FCT (divergence

among groups) without any groups composed of single

populations. The annealing process was repeated 100

times. Genetic barriers revealed by SAMOVA were then

drawn on geographic climate maps (obtained from

PCA) or phytogeographic zone maps (see below). We

conducted 10 000 bootstrap replicates of a mismatch

analysis in ARLEQUIN to test for sudden spatial or demo-

graphic expansion based on the sums of squared devia-

tions (SSD) statistic and to determine significance levels.

Bayesian genome scan for potentially non-neutral outlier loci.

We used the BAYESCAN 2.1 software (Foll & Gaggiotti

2008) to distinguish neutral RAD loci from those

© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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potentially under divergent selection between popula-

tions (i.e. outlier loci with unusually large FST values).

This fully Bayesian approach decomposes FST into a

population-specific (beta) and a locus-specific (alpha)

component, with significant alpha components indicat-

ing selection. The software implements reversible jump

MCMC to estimate the posterior probabilities of models

for each locus with or without the alpha component

(i.e. with or without selection) and posterior odds ratios

(analogous to Bayes factors) help reach decisions on

evidence for or against selection. We ran the software

with default priors and parameter settings explained in

the user manual. We characterized the potential gene

function of RAD sequences under divergent selection

using BLAST2GO V.2.7.0 with a threshold of E-06 and a

highest scoring pair (HSP) cut-off of 25 to compare

them to known genes.

Generalized linear mixed modelling of genomic, spatial and

environmental data. We used a generalized linear mixed

modelling approach to test whether population diver-

gence of different genomic fractions (plastid DNA, neu-

tral RAD loci and divergent outlier RAD loci) and

single unusually divergent outlier RAD loci (see above)

was driven by (i) isolation by distance (IBD), (ii) isola-

tion by environment (IBE) due to steep climatic gradi-

ents or (iii) IBE due to environmental determinants

(related to climate, soil or biotic interactions), as cap-

tured in the delimitation of phytogeographic zones. We

used the R package MCMCGLMM (Hadfield 2010) to

identify geographic and ecological correlates of genetic

divergence using generalized linear mixed models

(GLMM; scripts and example input files in File S3). This

approach accounted for nonindependence in the data

resulting from the use of pairwise matrices of popula-

tion-level metrics (see below). Different genetic diver-

gence metrics were used as response variables: the

number of pairwise differences estimated by ARLEQUIN

for plastid DNA, FST for multilocus nuclear RAD-seq

data sets (neutral vs. highly divergent outlier loci) and

the allele frequency differential delta (Zhu et al. 2005)

for single divergent outlier RAD loci (above). These dis-

tance metrics were chosen to account for the particular

properties of each type of genetic data: the number of

pairwise differences is well suited for relatively infor-

mation-poor haplotypic plastid DNA data, FST is widely

used to estimate divergence for multilocus nuclear

DNA data, and delta measures divergence for single

nuclear loci without confounding effects of within-

population heterozygosity.

As predictor variables we used geospheric distances

between populations to assess the effect of geography

(IBD, ‘GEO’ from here onwards), Euclidean distances

along the first axis of a principal component analysis

(PCA) of 19 WorldClim variables (Hijmans et al. 2005)

based on all pixels of the CFR at a resolution of 30 arc

seconds (‘ENV’ for environment from here onwards;

Table S2, Supporting Information) and a factor variable

stating whether populations are situated in the same or

in different phytogeographic zones (Linder 2001; Goldbl-

att & Manning 2002; ‘PHY’ from here onwards). The pre-

dictor ENV captured mainly annual precipitation and

temperature seasonality (Table S2; Fig. S1, Supporting

Information). Our geographic maps containing the posi-

tions of all sampled populations relative to projections of

ENV (climate) and phytogeographic zones for the CFR

(Fig. S1A,B, Supporting Information) illustrate the poten-

tials and limits of our sample set to disentangle our three

predictor variables. Note that for all studied populations,

phytogeographic zone memberships (PHY) following

Goldblatt & Manning (2002) coincided with zone mem-

berships based on Linder (2001). Also note that IBD sensu

stricto is defined as the relationship between FST/(1�FST)

and log-transformed geographic distances. Nevertheless,

initial analyses with these more complex metrics yielded

very similar results (Mantel correlations and R2) as

regressions of untransformed geographic distances on

FST, and thus, we used the latter in GLMM analyses.

Eight different models resulted from combinations of

the three predictor variables: a null model without any

predictor, three models with a single predictor variable

(GEO, ENV or PHY), three with different combinations

of two predictors and one with all three predictors. We

used the deviance information criterion (DIC) and asso-

ciated DIC differences and weights to compare all mod-

els for each genomic fraction and outlier RAD locus

and to draw conclusions on the relative roles of differ-

ent drivers of divergence (GEO, ENV or PHY) for each

of them. Initial model comparisons also included

GEO 9 ENV interaction terms, but these were never

among the best-supported models (Table S3, Supporting

Information), thus the more parsimonious model com-

parisons without interaction terms are discussed

throughout this study. In the case of divergent outlier

RAD loci, we also estimated 95% credible intervals

(CI’s) to determine the significance of each predictor in

their respective models. Each outlier locus was then

assigned to one of three scenarios, GEO, PHY or ENV.

These were constructed by counting the number of loci

for which a particular predictor was consistently signifi-

cant in all models that included that predictor.

MCMCGLMM was initiated with standard priors and run

with a burn-in of 500 000 followed by 2 000 000 itera-

tions with a thinning interval of 750. Chain convergence

of MCMCGLMM was confirmed by inspecting trace plots

using the CODA R package and by examining autocorre-

lation between successive MCMC samples. In addition

to mixed modelling, the relationships between observed

© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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genetic, geographic and environmental distances were

explored graphically in the form of heat maps obtained

by x-y interpolation through simple inverse distance

weighting.

Results

Patterns of genomic diversity and differentiation

Sanger sequencing of plastid DNA revealed extremely

low levels of variation (Table 1; Fig. 1B; three haplo-

types defined by five SNPs identified among 1188

sequenced nucleotides) and clear structuring of plastid

DNA haplotype diversity into a coastal and an inland

lineage (Fig. 1B). This is consistent with the presence of

genetic barriers along a major axis of climate differenti-

ation across the CFR (Fig. S1, Supporting Information),

although alternative explanations are possible (dis-

cussed below). Mismatch analysis of plastid DNA

allowed us to reject the hypotheses of sudden demo-

graphic or spatial expansions (probabilities of SSD test

statistics P < 0.05).

The pseudoreference sequence constructed from

RAD-seq reads was composed of 856 799 unique clus-

ters (Dryad entry doi:10.5061/dryad.060d2; Files S1 and

S2). A total of 14 434 high-quality SNPs were called

(Table S4; Table S5, Supporting Information, available

from Dryad, doi:10.5061/dryad.060d2). Bayesian analy-

sis of nuclear gene pool structure based on these SNPs

suggested the presence of three genetic units or clusters

in the data, consistent with gradual genetic differentia-

tion between eastern/coastal and western/inland

regions of the CFR (Fig. 1C). The spatial arrangement of

these nuclear genetic clusters was largely congruent

with the pattern re-covered by plastid DNA (Fig. 1).

Principal component analysis (PCA) of the RAD-seq

data revealed additional, more subtle patterns of popu-

lation subdivision (Fig. 2) beyond those visible in the

STRUCTURE analysis, with individuals from populations of

each STRUCTURE cluster forming adjacent data clouds in

principal component space. This is readily illustrated by

individuals from populations d30, d31 and d32, which

are dominated by the bright orange STRUCTURE cluster in

Fig. 1C, visible on the left-hand side in the PCA in

Fig. 2, and populations d16, d17 and d9, dominated by

the dark red cluster in Fig. 1C, visible on the right-hand

side in Fig. 2. Analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA)

revealed contrasting partitionings of genetic diversity

for plastid DNA and nuclear RAD-seq polymorphisms,

with >93% and <3% of the genetic variance residing

among local sampling localities for plastid DNA and

nuclear RAD loci, respectively, considering 14 278

neutral RAD-seq markers only (Table 2).

Table 2 Analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) in R. capensis estimated for three different genomic fractions: plastid DNA, neutral

RAD-seq markers, highly divergent outlier RAD-seq markers

Genome fraction Source of variation d.f.* Variance components % of variation FST
†

Plastid DNA Among 9 1.266 93.76 0.938***
Within 61 0.084 6.24

RAD-seq/neutral Among 9 18.625 2.99 0.030***
Within 182 603.775 97.01

RAD-seq/outlier Among 9 5.336 33.96 0.340***
Within 182 10.375 66.04

*Degrees of freedom.
†Three asterisks indicate significance at P < 0.001.
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Fig. 2 First two axes from Principal Component Analysis of

14 434 high-quality RAD-seq polymorphisms studied in R. cap-

ensis. Populations are colour-coded following the legend at the

bottom of the graph, and population IDs are consistent with

Table 1 and Fig. 1. The first two axes (PC1 and PC2) explained

6.3 and 3.0% of the total variation in the data, respectively.
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Genome scan for divergently selected RAD-seq
polymorphisms

A Bayesian-based genome scan for potentially non-neu-

tral outlier RAD loci revealed 156 outliers in the upper

tail (Fig. 3; based on a posterior odds threshold of 1), thus

indicating that RAD-seq polymorphisms are potentially

affected by divergent selection across the environmental

mosaic of the CFR. For 16 RAD sequences, divergent out-

lier status was confirmed by more than one SNP, and

thus, a total of 140 RAD sequences were identified as

potential targets of selection (Table S6, Supporting Infor-

mation). As expected, AMOVA of neutral vs. outlier RAD-

seq polymorphisms revealed greatly increased among-

population variance for the latter (3% vs. 34% of the total

genetic variance, respectively; Table 2). BLAST and gene

ontology analysis of the 140 outlier RAD sequences with

BLAST2GO yielded 15 with significant hits, and for ten

of these, annotations were obtained at various gene

ontology (GO) levels (Table S7, Supporting Information).

Modelling of genetic, spatial and climate niche data

Generalized linear mixed modelling (GLMM) of genetic

divergence for plastid DNA, neutral and unusually

divergent outlier RAD-seq polymorphisms with GEO,

ENV and PHY as predictor variables revealed climate

(ENV) as a consistent driver of variation in the genomic

data (Table 3A; Fig. 4). The environmental variable

ENV (the top principal component of WorldClim

climate data, capturing annual precipitation and tem-

perature seasonality; Table S2, Supporting Information)

consistently achieved the greatest DIC support, easily

visible based on its zero information difference (delta

DIC) to the best-supported model and the greatest DIC

weights among all models for all three genomic frac-

tions (plastid DNA, RAD/neutral, RAD/outlier;

Table 3A). The ENV predictor was significant in all

models of all three genomic fractions.

Modelling of genetic divergence for each of the 156

outlier RAD loci identified by BAYESCAN revealed the full

breath of different locus-specific drivers of variation

(Fig. 4; Fig. 5), including RAD loci for which divergence

was clearly best explained by climate (Table 3B, locus

123), geography (Table 3B, locus 55) or phytogeographic

zone membership (Table 3B, locus 62), respectively.

These different drivers of variation are easily visualized

in the form of heat maps of observed genetic, geo-

graphic and environmental (climate) distances (Fig. 5).

Figure 5A illustrates the significant effect of geography

on RAD locus 55, Fig. 5B the significant effect of climate

on locus 123, and Fig. 5C the absence of effects of either

geographic or climate distances on locus 62, a SNP for

which divergence was best predicted by phytogeo-

graphic zoning. Fig. 5D illustrates the significant effect

of climate on variation in plastid DNA, also detected by

mixed modelling (Table 3).

Fig. 3 Results of a Bayesian-based genome scan for genetic

divergence (FST) outlier RAD-seq polymorphisms in R. capensis.

X-axis, logarithm to base 10 of the posterior odds (PO) for

models including selection for each locus. Y-axis, genetic diver-

gence (FST) for each locus. The dashed line indicates the PO

threshold of 1 used to define candidate outlier RAD loci poten-

tially affected by divergent selection.
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Fig. 4 Average deviance information criterion (DIC) weights

(bars) and standard errors (whiskers) of mixed models predict-

ing genetic divergence in 156 single outlier RAD-seq polymor-

phisms with geographic distance (GEO), an environmental

distance (ENV) based on climate data and phytogeographic

zone membership (PHY). On average, models that include

‘ENV’ as predictor variable receive significantly stronger sup-

port (=greater DIC weights) than models that do not include

this predictor. See text for details.
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Despite this diversity of results, climate (ENV) clearly

was the most dominant driver of variation in multilocus

and single-locus RAD-seq data. This becomes apparent

from the greatly increased DIC weights of models that

included ENV as opposed to models that did not

include this predictor (Table 3; Fig. 4) and from the

great number of RAD loci with consistently significant

effects (tested via their 95% CI’s) of climate (61 loci)

compared with geography (13 loci) or phytogeographic

zone membership (4 loci). For six of the climate-associ-

ated loci, preliminary functional classification was pos-

sible by BLAST searches and gene ontologies (Table S7,

Supporting Information).

Discussion

In the present contribution, we have addressed the driv-

ers of diversification at an early stage of the divergence

continuum present in a species-rich and ecologically

important plant radiation of the CFR of South Africa

(Goldblatt & Manning 2002; Linder 2005; Hardy et al.

2008; Linder & Hardy 2010). We studied a set of diverg-

ing populations of R. capensis, a widespread Cape ende-

mic, across the heterogeneous landscape mosaic of the

CFR. This taxon is morphologically cohesive according to

an available taxonomic key (see Introduction), but this

does not preclude the presence of population subdivision

or hitherto undetected (‘cryptic’) phenotypic variants or

ecotypes. We used a population genomic approach

(Feder et al. 2012; Nosil 2012) and analysed the genomic

data within a spatially and ecologically explicit context

(Nosil et al. 2009; Lee & Mitchell-Olds 2011; Andrew et al.

2012; Shafer & Wolf 2013; Wang et al. 2013).

Spatial patterns of genomic diversity

Sequencing of divergent populations of R. capensis for

nuclear DNA (>14 400 markers from RAD-seq) and

Table 3 Exemplary results of generalized linear mixed models set up to predict genetic divergence between populations of R. capen-

sis with geographic distance (GEO), an environmental (ENV) distance based on climate data and phytogeographic zone membership

(PHY)

Model

Plastid DNA RAD/neutral RAD/outlier

DIC Delta DIC DIC weight DIC Delta DIC DIC weight DIC Delta DIC DIC weight

A

Null 207.590 42.124 0.000 �223.704 28.824 0.000 �33.703 44.104 0.000

GEO 206.999 41.533 0.000 �220.718 31.810 0.000 �34.584 43.223 0.000

ENV 165.466 0.000 0.461 �252.528 0.000 0.369 �77.807 0.000 0.598

PHY 199.821 34.354 0.000 �236.533 15.995 0.000 �52.522 25.285 0.000

GEO + ENV 166.736 1.269 0.244 �251.584 0.944 0.230 �75.454 2.353 0.184

GEO + PHY 201.763 36.296 0.000 �240.405 12.123 0.001 �53.183 24.624 0.000

ENV + PHY 167.158 1.691 0.198 �250.640 1.888 0.143 �75.640 2.168 0.202

GEO + ENV + PHY 168.584 3.118 0.097 �251.805 0.723 0.257 �70.423 7.384 0.015

B

Model RAD-SNP

no. 123

RAD-SNP

no. 55

RAD-SNP

no. 62

DIC Delta DIC DIC weight DIC Delta DIC DIC weight DIC Delta DIC DIC weight

Null 34.678 53.110 0.000 �62.073 3.880 0.038 �27.922 5.887 0.024

GEO 34.558 52.990 0.000 �65.953 0.000 0.266 �28.817 4.991 0.038

ENV �18.432 0.000 0.530 �59.760 6.193 0.012 �27.394 6.414 0.019

PHY 27.182 45.614 0.000 �62.508 3.445 0.048 �33.809 0.000 0.462

GEO + ENV �16.510 1.922 0.203 �65.853 0.100 0.253 �27.220 6.589 0.017

GEO + PHY 28.984 47.417 0.000 �65.121 0.832 0.176 �31.867 1.942 0.175

ENV + PHY �16.428 2.004 0.195 �63.429 2.524 0.075 �32.047 1.762 0.191

GEO + ENV + PHY �14.442 3.991 0.072 �64.541 1.412 0.131 �30.152 3.657 0.074

Shown are the deviance information criterion (DIC), DIC difference to the best-supported model (delta DIC) and DIC weights for

each model. (A) Model comparisons for plastid DNA, 14 278 neutral RAD loci and 156 highly divergent outlier RAD loci. (B) Model

comparisons for exemplary RAD loci for which divergence was best predicted by ENV (locus 123), GEO (locus 55) and PHY (locus

62). For each model comparison, the best-supported model is shown in bold italics.
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plastid DNA revealed rather homogenous levels of

diversity for nuclear DNA throughout the sampling

range and greatly reduced diversity for plastid DNA

(Table 1). Spatial patterns of nuclear genomic differenti-

ation inferred from Bayesian analysis of gene pool

structure and from PCA of RAD-seq polymorphisms

were largely concordant with those re-covered by plas-

tid DNA (Figs. 1 and 2). Genomic differentiation into

coastal and inland genetic clusters was less pronounced

for nuclear DNA than for plastid DNA, as expected

from the wind-pollinated, outcrossing breeding system

of this species (Fig. 1C). Indeed, the highly contrasting

patterns of genetic divergence seen in AMOVA, with <3%
and more than 93% of the among-population variance

explained by biparentally inherited neutral RAD-seq

markers vs. presumably maternally transmitted plastid

DNA, point to extremely efficient dispersal of pollen

compared with seeds. Nevertheless, we refrained from

estimating pollen to seed flow ratios (Ennos 1994) from

the data because of doubts regarding the neutrality of

plastid DNA (see below) and low statistical power due

to low plastid DNA diversity.

Our Bayesian genome scan based on >14 400 markers

from RAD-seq revealed a broad genomic distribution of

divergence. In the upper tail of the genomic divergence

distribution, 156 polymorphisms located on 140 differ-

ent RAD sequences exhibited greater population diver-

gence than expected under a neutral scenario (mean

AMOVA FST = 0.340; P < 0.001; Table 3). Divergence of

this magnitude is generally considered ‘very high’ in

the literature and translates into <1 migrant per genera-

tion under equilibrium conditions (Conner & Hartl

2004), a value often considered the minimum for

maintaining species cohesion. Our results suggest that

despite the uniform morphological appearance of

R. capensis and little divergence for neutral markers

sampled from the nuclear genome (Fig. 3; Table 2),

many markers or genome regions in R. capensis popula-

tions from across the ecological mosaic of the CFR have

already diverged beyond common expectations for con-

specific populations.

Genetic isolation by distance or environment?

Generalized linear mixed modelling of population diver-

gence for different genomic fractions of DNA with GEO,

ENV and PHY as predictors consistently indicated cli-

mate (ENV) as the main driver of genetic divergence

among populations of R. capensis in the South African

CFR (Table 3A, Fig. 4). The results strongly suggest IBE

rather than IBD as the predominant mechanism explain-

ing patterns of divergence and gene flow in this CFR

endemic. How can consistent IBE for organellar and

nuclear genomic compartments and for neutral and

selected fractions of the nuclear genome, be reconciled

with available knowledge of the divergence process?

In northern temperate taxa, genetic structure such as

that seen in Fig. 1 is plausibly interpreted as signature of

demographic history, that is colonization and population

expansion from different glacial refugia (Hewitt 2000).

We consider this a less likely explanation for the CFR

taxa studied here, as currently available phylogeographic

surveys of animals and plants from the CFR do not pro-

vide indications for consistent coastal/inland differentia-

tion due to Pleistocene demographic shifts (reviewed by

Lexer et al. 2013). Also, caution should be exercised when

interpreting the gradual transition among genetic clus-

ters identified by STRUCTURE (Fig. 1B) in terms of nuclear

admixture, as PCA of the same nuclear genomic data

indicates the presence of additional, more subtle patterns

of differentiation (Fig. 2). Indeed, genetic differentiation

for neutral RAD-seq polymorphisms in R. capensis was

low (Table 2), which speaks against a dominant role for

demographic processes in shaping the observed patterns

of diversity. This view is supported by the absence of sig-

natures of sudden demographic or range expansions in

plastid DNA mismatch distributions (see Results). Thus,

a more plausible explanation for IBE in this widespread

(A) (B)

(C) (D)

Fig. 5 Heat maps of observed data, showing single genetic loci

in R. capensis for which divergence was driven either by geo-

graphic distance (GEO), an environmental distance (ENV)

based on climate data or phytogeographic zone membership

(PHY). Each heat map shows geographic distance (GEO) along

the x-axis, climate distance (ENV) along the y-axis and colour-

scaled genetic distance (low distances in blue to high distances

in red, see legend). Examples are identical to those for which

modelling results are shown in Table 3. (A) Locus 55, best pre-

dicted by geography (GEO). (B) Locus 123, best predicted by

climate (ENV). (C) Locus 62, best predicted by phytogeo-

graphic zoning (PHY), thus revealing no obvious relationship

with either axis. (D) Plastid DNA, best predicted by climate

(ENV).
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CFR endemic may lie in the mechanisms responsible for

population divergence across an extremely heteroge-

neous ecological landscape (Linder 2001; Goldblatt &

Manning 2002; Midgley et al. 2003; Schnitzler et al. 2011;

Litsios et al. 2013).

According to current models of population divergence

and speciation in the face of gene flow (Wu & Ting 2004;

Feder et al. 2012; and Nosil 2012), divergence starts with

direct selection on loci involved in local adaptation

(a.k.a. ‘speciation genes’; Wu & Ting 2004). This process

may be followed by divergence hitchhiking (i.e. forma-

tion of ‘differentiation islands’ around selected loci

because of reduced effective recombination between

diverging populations), genome hitchhiking (genome-

wide reduction of gene flow caused by selection) and,

finally, post-speciation divergence. As pointed out by

Feder et al. (2012), the observation of IBA (conceptually

related to IBE; Shafer & Wolf 2013) for neutral markers

suggests the presence of genome hitchhiking, that is

selection on multiple unlinked mutations in the genome

causes isolation and divergence. Thus, our observation

of consistent IBE in a CFR endemic distributed across a

highly heterogeneous landscape (Midgley et al. 2003;

Schnitzler et al. 2011; Litsios et al. 2013) suggests the

presence of genome hitchhiking or coupling of isolation

factors more generally (Barton & de Cara 2009), during

early stages of divergence. Note that this interpretation

is also compatible with IBE being due to the mainte-

nance of differentiation among locally adapted lineages

in the face of gene flow (our first scenario). These scenar-

ios are closely related, because restiads such as R. capen-

sis are wind-pollinated obligate outcrossers (Dorrat-

Haaksma & Linder 2000). Thus, divergence of popula-

tions or incipient species at the narrow spatial scale of

the CFR likely involves opportunities for genetic contact

and gene flow, despite possible episodes of allopatry.

Disentangling IBD and IBE with population genomic
tools

Extending our mixed modelling of genetic, geographic,

climatic and phytogeographic data to individual highly

divergent outlier loci from RAD-seq confirmed climate

(ENV) as the predominant driver of genetic divergence

(Fig. 4) and provided additional insights. Perhaps most

importantly, our population genomic approach of

detecting locus-specific effects revealed 61 loci that had

significant effects of ENV in each model that included

that predictor (see Materials & Methods for all possible

models), 13 loci with consistent effects of geography

(GEO; the classical IBD scenario) and four loci with

consistent effects of phytogeographic zone membership

(PHY). Table 3B and Fig. 5 present examples for loci

with clear model support (DIC weights) for each

predictor. Our results corroborate the view of diverging

populations as ‘genomic mosaics’, in which loci in the

genome are differentially affected by selection, migra-

tion and drift (Wu & Ting 2004; Hohenlohe et al. 2010;

Feder et al. 2012; Gompert et al. 2012; Nosil 2012). Three

specific aspects of our modelling results for single

RAD-seq loci appear particularly relevant to the genom-

ics of the ‘divergence continuum’ here.

First, our finding of a non-negligible number of out-

lier loci with consistently significant effects of geogra-

phy (GEO; 13 loci) indicates that drivers other than the

ENV variable indeed contribute to population diver-

gence for these genome regions. Potential candidate

mechanisms include genetic drift [recall that IBD essen-

tially signifies migration–drift equilibrium (Conner &

Hartl 2004)] and divergent selection due to ecological

agents that covary more strongly with geography than

with climate predictors (Coop et al. 2010).

Second, our finding of several loci with consistent

effects of phytogeographic zone membership (PHY; four

loci) also indicates that additional ecological agents of

selection contribute to adaptive population divergence.

Phytogeographic zones are defined by explicit mathe-

matical or descriptive botanical inference of areas of

species endemism and are generally interpreted in

terms of dispersal limitation due to a great number of

ecogeographic barriers (Linder 2001; Goldblatt & Man-

ning 2002). In the case of the CFR, these may include

differences in soil types, topographic features (e.g.

mountains separated by lowlands), climate zones (Lin-

der 2001) and fire regimes (Litsios et al. 2013). Seen

through the population geneticist’s eyes, successful (i.e.

effective) dispersal or its limitation will depend cru-

cially on ecological selection during multiple life stages,

especially seedling establishment. Thus, our PHY pre-

dictor represents a black box or surrogate containing

numerous ecological agents of selection, which com-

bined constitute ecogeographic barriers between popu-

lations or species (Linder 2001; Coyne & Orr 2004).

A third point of potential interest refers to our find-

ing that genetic divergence of plastid DNA, in principle

a single nonrecombining locus, was better predicted by

climate than by geographic distance (Table 3A; Fig. 5D).

This, together with the greatly reduced diversity

observed for plastid DNA (Table 1), clear differentiation

into coastal and inland lineages (Fig. 1; Fig. S1, Sup-

porting Information), and the absence of a recent, sud-

den expansion signature (see mismatch distributions),

raises the possibility that the patterns we found may

result from a past selective sweep. Sweeps in plant

plastid genomes have been reported previously (Muir

& Filatov 2007) and are plausible in an environment

with great variation in abiotic (drought) stress. Rese-

quencing of complete plastomes would provide the
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necessary power to test this hypothesis by searching for

molecular signatures of positive selection.

Conclusions and perspectives

Analysis of population genomic data in a spatially and

ecologically explicit context using appropriate analytical

tools can disentangle the drivers of diversification along

divergence continuums such as those seen in Restiona-

ceae from the CFR. This approach has often been limited

by the ability to type many genetic markers in the

genomes of nonmodel species (unlikely to be a major

limitation with available and upcoming sequencing tech-

nologies) and by the availability of information on eco-

logical population differences that are at least partially

uncoupled from geographic distances. The CFR repre-

sents a prime example for this type of spatial and envi-

ronmental setting, and we suspect that studies of other

biodiversity-rich regions (Myers et al. 2000) with strong

environmental structuring will be similarly fruitful. Spa-

tial variation in climate appears to be a major driver of

diversification at early stages of the divergence contin-

uum in these African restiads, and many genetic loci

across the genome of R. capensis have responded to it by

genome hitchhiking or coupling effects. Among highly

divergent outlier RAD sequences with strong indications

for climate associations, several exhibit great sequence

similarity to proteins with known function during stress

response (e.g. glycosyl transferases, protein kinases and

stress signalling proteins; Table S7, Supporting Informa-

tion). Although we caution against over-interpretation,

the sequence similarities indicate a potential to identify

the functional roles of adaptive alleles by cross-checking

highly divergent RAD sequences with reference tran-

scriptomes or genomes, once available. Studies that

extend the spatially and ecologically explicit genomic

approach employed here to multiple species at different

stages of the divergence continuum in Restionaceae are

forthcoming. The use of additional ecological variables,

including more refined and more proximal climate and

environmental variables (e.g. site water balance or soil

fertility), will aid the identification of the drivers respon-

sible for the origin and maintenance of genomic diversity.

If carried out for multiple radiations in a comparative

manner, this research may ultimately reveal which

aspects of current and projected environmental change

are most crucial in the context of protecting the biological

diversity present in one of the world’s richest floras.
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